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AGENDA
Roll Call
Approve Minutes for the Meeting of June 15, 2016
SCHEDULED ITEMS
I.

II.

Action Items
A.

Discussion and Possible Action to Recommend to the Board of Supervisors to Enter into a
Memorandum of Understanding with Stanislaus County for an Economic Analysis of the Impacts
of Reallocating Unimpaired Flows from Tributaries to the Lower San Joaquin River (See
Attached) – Rod Smith, Stratecon, Inc.

B.

Discussion and Possible Action to Recommend to the Board of Supervisors to Adopt the Initial
Study and Mitigated Negative Declaration for the Demonstration Recharge Extraction and
Aquifer Management (DREAM) and North San Joaquin Water Conservation District South
System Improvements Project (See Attached) – Kris Balaji

Discussion Items

A.
III.

Update on 2016 Drought Conditions – Mike Cockrell

Communications (See Attached):

A.

August 2, 2016, Sacbee.com, “California Unveils Environmental Blueprint for Delta Tunnels”

B.

August 9, 2016, NOAA Climate.gov, “Drought is Building in Places Other Than California”

C.

August 10, 2016, Sacbee.com, “Legislators Approve Audit of Governor Jerry Brown’s Water Tunnel
Plan”

Public Comment:
Next Regular Meeting:

September 21, 2016, 1:00 p.m.
Public Health Conference Room

Commission may make recommendations to the Board of Supervisors on any listed item.
If you need disability-related modification or accommodation in order to participate in this meeting, please contact the Water Resource Staff at (209) 468-3089 at least 48 hours prior
to the start of the meeting.Any materials related to items on this agenda distributed to the Commissioners less than 72 hours before the public meeting are available for public
inspection at Public Works Dept. Offices located at the following address: 1810 East Hazelton Ave., Stockton, CA 95205. These materials are also available at
http://www.sjwater.org. Upon request these materials may be made available in an alternative format to persons with disabilities.

REPORT FOR THE MEETING OF
THE ADVISORY WATER COMMISSION OF THE SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT
June 15, 2016
The regular meeting of the Advisory Water Commission of the San Joaquin County Flood Control and
Water Conservation District was held on Wednesday, June 15, 2016, beginning at 1:00 p.m., at Public
Health Services, 1601 E. Hazelton Avenue, Stockton, California.
Roll Call
Present were Commissioners Nomellini, Roberts, Alternate Houghton, Commissioner Flinn,
Alternate Miller, Commissioners Christensen, Hartmann, Secretary Nakagawa, Vice-Chair Price, and
Chairman McGurk.
Others present are listed on the Attendance Sheet. The Commission had a quorum.
Approval of Minutes for the Meeting of May 18, 2016.
Motion and second to approve the minutes of May 18, 2016 (Flinn/Roberts). Unanimously approved.
SCHEDULED ITEMS
Tom McGurk, Chairman of the Advisory Water Commission (AWC), led the agenda.
I.

Discussion items:
A. Presentation and Discussion on Woodbridge Irrigation District Groundwater Recharge
Opportunities – Doug Heberle
AWC Alternate Commissioner Doug Heberle, Woodbridge Irrigation District (WID), presented an
overview of potential WID groundwater recharge projects. Alternate Heberle began the
presentation with a brief history of WID water rights on the Mokelumne River consisting of pre1914, riparian water rights to private property owners, and licenses for WID and East Bay
Municipal Utilities District (EBMUD); junior to WID rights are “State filings,” and permits for North
San Joaquin Water Conservation District (NSJWCD), EBMUD, and the County’s application
29835 filed in 1990.
The Eastern San Joaquin Subbasin (ESJ) is identified by the Department of Water Resources
(DWR) as a high-priority subbasin in a condition of critical overdraft. Based on the CASGEM
prioritization criteria, ESJ ranks 5th highest in priority out of 515 subbasins Statewide. Per the
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA), Groundwater Sustainability Agencies
(GSAs) must obtain a “sustainable yield” in their Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) within
40 years. “Sustainable yield” is defined as water that can be extracted from the groundwater
supply without causing an undesirable result. What can be done for the GSAs (City of Lodi, City
of Stockton, WID, County, NSJWCD, and South San Joaquin Irrigation District (SSJID)) to work
together to elevate the groundwater basin? In wet years, there will be flood flows coming down
the river that could be recharged. The DREAM Project will be carried out by 2017.
Alternate Heberle distributed a handout comprised of three categories of proposed WID
groundwater recharge projects including: 1) In-lieu recharge; 2) existing and future excavated
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stormwater basins to be used for recharge; and, 3) the possibility of using injection wells in the
WID GSA. The collective groundwater banking capacity for these projects is approximately
40,000 acre feet per year of recharge. Proposed WID recharge projects include:


Pixley Slough / Eight Mile Road – WID operates Moffit Dam. If re-operated, Pixley
Slough could be filled in certain years. Projection: 6.5 acres of surface area, 6/10 acre
per day recharge rate x 270 days in an irrigation season = 1,000 acre feet.



Morada Lane – WID has operated this SJAFCA Detention Basin #2. This basin is fed by
WID’s Davis Dolan Lateral along the east side and was actually operated as a recharge
basin from 2003 to 2007. Based on analysis, there was 1,500+ acre feet per year of
recharge. Vice-Chair Price asked if stormwater from the subdivision goes into the basin.
Mr. Heberle answered it does, but they were operating with water from a WID system
and getting quite a bit of recharge in addition to the Stormwater entering the basin. He
added this was a project done in the past with positive results.



Eight Mile Road / Railroad Tracks – This area encompasses WID’s South Main Canal
under Bear Creek. The proximity of the canal includes 3 borrow pits excavated to build
the Eight Mile Road grade separation and overpass. The projection for the surface area
of these borrowed pits and potential annual recharge is approximately 2,500 acre feet, if
operated throughout irrigation season.



In-Lieu Recharge Project / Micke Grove – There is current interest in this project to
provide water (from WID, NSJWCD, or County application 29835) to Micke Grove for
irrigation purposes. Engineering work and studies have been done on the design and
could produce approximately 1,000+ acre feet per year recharge potential.

Additional project opportunities are located north towards Lodi including:


City of Lodi – Stormwater Detention Basin G is located at Lower Sacramento Road and
Century Blvd and encompasses WID South Main Canal. There is a proposed
connection from South Main Canal to DeBenedetti Park and multiple proposed projects
to connect future basins to existing basins.

Alternate Heberle provided aerial imagery including:


Basin G / DeBenedetti – Containing water. This image details an existing basin and
proposed future basin. Each basin could produce 1000+ acre feet of recharge a year.



Reynolds Ranch – Contains existing large K1 Basin with a future smaller K2 Basin. K1
Basin produces 1600 acre feet of recharge, with the future K2 Basin producing 300 acre
feet.



West Main Canal – Contains Wilkerson Lateral and serves the City of Stockton. A future
6-acre basin is proposed to produce 1000 acre feet of potential recharge.



Lodi Wastewater Treatment Plant – Located at White Slough and I-5. Contains an
existing four holding ponds. Additional water will be used to operate the facility and
irrigate 20 acres of agriculture operations with potential recharge of 3000 acre feet.
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Turner Road / South Main Canal – Located on the boundary of the City of Lodi and the
County. WID owns this property (former Mainland Nursery). This idea originated to
meet the Lodi Wastewater Treatment Plant’s unmet production capability and, in theory,
provide connections of two to six, 2,000-gallon injection wells. The potential recharge
per well is 1,900 acre feet a year with wells running 80% of the time.

Alternate Heberle concluded his presentation and discussion was opened.
Commissioner Nomellini commented on participation in a San Joaquin County group that
traveled to Pasadena to observe groundwater injection, which consisted of using excess treated
drinking water, run that water back through the delivery pipeline and into the annulus of wells.
This water is then used to recharge the basin. Commissioner Nomellini was impressed with the
system. Commissioner Christensen was also on this tour and stated that he was equally
impressed with the project. He added that one well was contaminated so the contaminants
were pushed out and water was pulled back in upon recovery, providing an excellent vehicle for
storage. Projects such as this may be a model for groundwater recharge.
Commissioner Flinn commented on WID’s proposed Turner Road project. He expressed the
City of Galt’s concern regarding the “mining” of water south of the river to the detriment of the
north. The primary concern is the source of the water used for the project. Alternate Heberle
answered that the project would take water through an existing infrastructure and move it.
Commissioner Flinn referenced the MokeWISE Project and the initial strong resistance from the
environmental community due to lack of information. He suggested open discussions with the
City of Galt should WID pursue this project. Alternate Heberle responded that Commissioner
Flinn makes a good point and added the project could entail quick releases of excess water and
capture water for benefit with no harmful environmental impacts.
Commissioner Flinn commented on the evolving of the DREAM Project and initial theory of inlieu recharge as more accepting to the grower community. He asked if this could be a current
consideration for this project. Commissioner Christensen interjected that this project is
designed to take large volumes of water which is available for a short time and put it to use.
EBMUD does not always inform WID of upcoming reservoir releases as it is contingent upon
possible encroachment. Commissioner Christensen added that they need to be ready for these
releases to capture the water and the unused basins could be that viable system and available
to the County.
Commissioner Hartmann commended Commissioner Christensen and Alternate Heberle on
being proactive and then asked how WID’s water rights allow for storing. He further inquired if
their water rights are connected to storage rights. Alternate Heberle answered that pre-1914
rights allows usage for municipal or agriculture. The water could be County application water,
EBMUD water, or could be sold to the County or City. Commissioner Christensen added it is
not the intent to recapture but to create a vehicle mechanism by which water goes in the ground
and does not go out.
Commissioner Hartmann favored the concept but reiterated there may be a technical issue of
rights to stormwater. Commissioner Nomellini commented there may be an argument that it is
not a beneficial use of water and the State Water Board may need the ultimate use identified.
He said it is a good idea and inquired about operations. Commissioner Christensen responded
there is agriculture water in that area, the south main feeds the Wilkerson Lateral, and are at 38
cubic feet per second (CFS) with the City of Lodi and midtown taking water. He stated this
could take advantage of the flood flows and would be a very simple operation.
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Vice-Chair Price asked if there are any entities within the system claiming rights to this water.
Commissioner Nomellini answered there is competition from Southern California of anyone
taking water out of the Delta system before it gets into the pool for export.
Commissioner Flinn commented that putting the twist on flood flow is a major change for
beneficial use. He added that it could also offer a certain level of flood protection as it creates a
“release valve.” Commissioner Nomellini stated that in conjunction with the State plan on flood
control, an analysis was done on Hogan Dam. If a plan can be developed for 40,000 acre feet
(or more) of flood control storage to maintain flows in the Calaveras for 200 year flood
protection, and tie it in to groundwater banking – this element of flood control could be important
in funding possibilities.
Secretary Nakagawa pointed out that in working with United States Geological Survey (USGS),
a special monitoring well was installed at the site of San Joaquin Area Flood Control Agency
(SJAFCA) Basin #2, near Morada. Some of the recharge water was spiked with a non-harmful
tracer. Upon recharge, the water traveled down 300-400 feet within a matter of months and
started to migrate west towards one of the City of Stockton wells. This is a good example of
recharge happening and being recovered downstream and proves that the water is used and
not just stored. The tracer study also demonstrated a substantial benefit to a deep aquifer layer
where water was physically pumped out and molecules recovered downstream sometime later.
Commissioner Hartmann asked whether a permit will be required. Alternate Miller responded
that is one of Assemblymember Susan Eggman’s “fixes” (AB 647), however, it was dropped.
Eggman had turned it into a two-year bill and it may come back. Mr. Nakagawa added one of
the major supporters, Association of California Water Agencies (ACWA), changed its position on
the bill.
Commissioner Hartmann asked for further detail on how water would be moved from point A to
point B and then to basins for recharge. He agrees this project is proactive but is concerned
about opposition from the State Board. Commissioner Nomellini responded that “in lieu” works
to supply the grower with water instead of using a well, but recharging the basin is the problem.
Commissioner Flinn commented that NSJWCD growers would welcome flood water on their
property. He suggested the idea of delivering water to a field as opposed to a pond. Flood
waters on property can actually benefit the ground, clears up issues and makes for more
productivity. Building ponds is not necessary to recharge the basin.
Commissioner Christensen responded that the groundwater deficit is so overwhelming and
grape growers support receiving flood water on their property. Growers report that the
groundwater is severely depleted in the fall. He added that technology has come “full circle”
starting with flood irrigating of grapes, to drip, and back to flood irrigation. Grape growers say
flooding the grapes in the fall puts the grapes “to sleep” for yield in the spring. But, this flood
water is not always available because EBMUD does not inform when water is released.
EBMUD has had releases in the summer months of 3,000-4,000 CFS range in order to clear
space for the fall months.
Commissioner Nomellini suggested that WID select one project and see if they can obtain a
permit. Commissioner Christensen responded they do not want a sole WID project, and
envision a County/GBA project as it could involve various water rights. Secretary Nakagawa
commented that options are to do such a project or cut back on pumpers.
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B. Status of Lower San Joaquin River Feasibility and Inclusion of RD 17 –
John Maguire/Roger Churchwell
Mr. Roger Churchwell, San Joaquin Area Flood Control Agency (SJAFCA) Deputy Executive
Director gave an update of the Lower San Joaquin Feasibility study. He reported the study has
been slow due to the United States Army Corps of Engineers (the Corps) waiting on biological
opinions. Having received the last biological opinion from the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife, those documents will be pulled into the Environmental Impact Report. The schedule
will be reworked to meet the milestone of September/October for the Civil Works Review Board.
Because of the delays, a waiver will be requested from Headquarters due to the “3 by 3 by 3”
Planning Program. However, the turnaround for the last waiver requested from Headquarters
was eight months. Needed funding could also further delay the project. Mr. Churchwell turned
the discussion to Fritz Buchman.
Mr. Fritz Buchman, San Joaquin County Public Works Deputy Director, reported on recent
developments in the study related to the RD 17 area. This area was removed from the
recommended plan in the study last year as the Corps was concerned that including it was not
consistent with Executive Order 11088, which discouraged new development in flood plains.
The cities within RD 17 (Lathrop, Manteca, and Stockton), the County, and RD 17 are in the
process of entering into an MOU to pursue 200 year flood protection throughout RD 17. There
is effort to spark renewed interest in the RD 17 area in the current study. The agency has
expressed this desire to Corps staff and plan to work with the staff towards their goal.
Vice-Chair Price inquired what will happen if all parties do not agree during the process.
Mr. Buchman stated that the study may not move forward. The Corps has suggested
completion of the current study without RD 17 in the recommended plan. Following completion,
a follow-up study including RD 17 could be pursued, or an analysis could be conducted to
modify the existing study. However, there is concern that approach is unlikely to materialize.
Vice-Chair Price asked if that implies other projects cannot be done beyond RD 17 within the
umbrella of that feasibility study due to lack of funding. Mr. Buchman replied that to establish a
federal interest, the project needs to be part of the National Economic Development (NED) Plan
in the study to establish eligibility for funding or crediting. Thus, if an area is not part of the NED
Plan, it will not be included in the study. If the RD 17 area was not included in the rest of the
study moving forward, the other areas would be eligible for federal participation.
Commissioner Nomellini commented that RD 17 and the rest of the community has been part of
the study for six years, costing hundreds of thousands of dollars from the district, and millions of
dollars from the State, and has proven favorable cost benefits all the way through. Because of
the agricultural land between the cities of Stockton and Lathrop, if the levees were upgraded it
would facilitate and encourage development in this area (the flood plains). The study was
arbitrarily rejected as SJAFCA kept RD 17 in the study. Presently, Congress is interested in
building a VA Hospital in this area and are revisiting, politically. Congressman Denham has
stated he will not have his committee approve the Chief Report unless RD 17 is included.
Commissioner Nomellini added that if the cost benefit is inadequate, there will be no federal
assistance for that part of our basin, which is important for civil defense and is a critical portion
of land encompassing Interstate 5, San Joaquin General Hospital, and the County Jail. We do
not want to lose North Stockton and Central Stockton projects or RD 17.
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C. Delta Stewardship Council’s Delta Levees Investment Strategy – John Maguire/
Roger Churchwell
Mr. Buchman gave an update on recent and upcoming activities associated with the Delta
Stewardship Council’s (DSC) Delta Levees Investment Strategy. In 2009, Delta Reform Act
called upon the DSC to lead a multi-agency effort to update priorities for state investments in the
Delta levee system. In response, Counsel launched Delta Levees Investment Strategy to
combine risk analysis, economics, engineering, and decision making techniques to identify
funding priorities and assemble comprehensive investment strategies for Delta levees. This
effort was initiated in Spring 2014. Since then, DSC staff has done extensive outreach including
numerous public meetings, produced informational literature pertinent to strategy development,
and hosted a public workshop focused on presenting and receiving input regarding the
computerized decision support tool. County staff attended the workshop to provide input
regarding several aspects of this support tool including inconsistencies in analysis of water
conveyances and habitat improvements in the Stockton and Sacramento areas. The June
meeting agenda will include an update from staff on the development process. The July
meeting will include a full day workshop on strategy which will focus on the decision support
tool. Staff will continue to monitor progress on the strategy and report developments to the
Commission.
Mr. Buchman concluded his presentation and discussion was opened.
Vice-Chair Price asked if this “statement” is necessary to insure funding will be available.
Mr. Buchman answered affirmatively. It is intended to guide the decision making process in the
Delta levee investments. Commissioner Nomellini added the Delta Protection Commission
(DPC) is carrying out a study funded by the State to evaluate establishing mechanisms other
than general funding for Delta levees. One alternative would be an assessment district concept
that would apply to all beneficiaries. A Prop 218 benefit assessment is subject to a ballot
process. Alternate Miller expressed opinion that the DPC may be looking for “specific”
investments as opposed to the levee system as a whole. Commissioner Nomellini interjected
that DWR already has a system for levee programs which includes a point system for certain
benefits (i.e., higher rating for location and distance from river to pumps, priority if located in
western Delta eight islands, salinity and habitat improvements, etc). In addition, recent litigation
in the Stewardship Council found the Council cannot limit its consideration to developments in
the Delta. The DSC must look at all developments and interests that use water from the Delta
and must set measurable standards for reduction and reliance. This development was viewed
as a victory to the Delta Stewardship Council.
D. Presentation and Discussion on the Spring 2016 Groundwater Monitoring Report –
Gerardo Dominguez
Mr. Gerardo Dominguez, San Joaquin County Water Resources Engineer IV, gave a
presentation on the Spring 2016 Groundwater Monitoring Report. Measurements were taken
from March through the beginning of April 2016 to include as many wells possible in the data.
There were 400 wells measured, 250 of those wells serviced by the County. Data collection
varies upon access to property, or intrusion of dogs, bees, and/or snakes.
The Spring reports consists of two sections: Rainfall Distribution and Groundwater Elevation
Monitoring.
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Rainfall Distribution – Four rain gauges are monitored. Stockton Fire Station measured “under
average” total annual rainfall, as in the last five years. However, 2016 rainfall was better than
previous years. Northern measurements show Elliot Fire Station with an “average” total rainfall,
and Camp Pardee measured “above average” total rainfall. These northern areas provide a lot
of recharge.
Chairman McGurk asked whether the recharge from Elliot Station / Pardee comes from
circulation or flows underground. Mr. Dominguez answered from Pardee – the aquifer goes up,
and with rainfall in the mountains the recharge comes down and around to our depot system.
Monthly rainfalls indicate some of the best rainfalls in December 2015 to January 2016. The
monthly distribution for the Stockton Fire Station did not show a lot of rain for this area.
However, areas north of Lodi show 80 inches of rainfall at Elliot Station. Because of the wet
winter, expectations of rainfall measurements were slightly higher than actually received.
Groundwater Elevation Monitoring – Groundwater levels dropped an average of two feet in
2015-16. In 2014-15, groundwater levels dropped three feet. Some of the more critical areas
were Stockton East Water District (SEWD) with a four foot drop, and Central San Joaquin Water
Conservation District (CSJWCD).
Mr. Dominguez displayed a slide showing a map of all wells in the County. Red arrows
indicated groundwater levels went down; blue arrows indicated groundwater levels went up;
and; the green dots indicated no change in the groundwater levels. Mapping shows multiple red
arrows (decrease), blue arrows around the City of Stockton, CSJWCD and Tracy area
(increase), and green dots (no change). The Tracy area’s increase of groundwater levels may
be due to groundwater recharge or injections from the Tracy Treatment Plant.
The 2016 groundwater contour map showing groundwater elevation indicates a negative 70 feet
for SEWD. Vice-Chair McGurk explained that to meet the quality levels necessary for the
treated surface water sold wholesale to Cal Water and the City of Stockton, SEWD had to pump
out some of the accumulated 60,000 acre feet of water at 7,000 gallons a minute.
The 2016 groundwater depth map indicates a shift to the right. This means the depth of
groundwater increased. Commissioner Nomellini asked if water quality is still good in the
depressed area. Chairman McGurk answered there is a monitoring well to the east, and there
is data available. Mr. Nakagawa commented that data for the west side will show up on the Fall
2016 monitoring report. Currently, not all wells are monitored, but additional wells could be
added to the monitoring plan for water quality, especially nitrates and salinity. Mr. Dominguez
stated wells are monitored monthly for depth but not quality. Mr. Nakagawa explained if more
“in-depth” monitoring of the wells is desired, there may be a need to invest in portable pumps
and generators. In addition, the standards for well monitoring for water quality entail purging the
well via the portable pump and generator. Doing so would incur labor and capital costs
(approximately $50-60k per year for labor and an initial capital investment of $10-15k).
Mr. Dominguez reported that the cross section lines of the groundwater contours include three
sections monitored: Fall 1992, Spring 1996, and Spring 2016 (which shows some areas fall
under the Fall 1992 levels).
Mr. Dominguez concluded his presentation and discussion was opened.
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Commissioner Hartmann asked if there are any surface subsidence measurements.
Mr. Dominguez answered subsidence measurements are not conducted but past measures
were in the order of millimeters and centimeters. Subsidence is not a major concern in San
Joaquin County. Mr. Nakagawa added there is a USGS Subsidence Monitoring Station in
Stockton with measurement going up and down in millimeters, usually the result of soil issues.
Commissioner Flinn commented on the lack of well data in the Lodi area. Mr. Dominguez said
Lodi is just starting to provide data, which had not been received by this report date. Lodi well
data will be included in the Fall 2016 report. Commissioner Flinn questioned the six “blue”
arrows located north of Lodi on the groundwater elevations map indicating an increase in levels.
Mr. Dominguez responded that the increase could be attributed to the location of the
Mokelumne River, which is above Lodi. Mr. Nakagawa stated that monthly monitoring had been
conducted during the drought in these past few years. The high or low points in well levels
could easily be missed by a month as indicated in data. Ideal scheduling to conduct monitoring
is the third week in March, and in attempt to compress the 2-week window, more people have
been added to the sampling crew. He added that some wells should be monitored monthly as
we get into SGMA.
Commissioner Nomellini asked what the monitoring plan procedure is for a running well during
scheduled inspection. Mr. Dominguez and Mr. Nakagawa both responded the well is recorded
as such and the crew is instructed to leave. Mr. Gerardo added a second attempt will be made
within 2-7 days. Vice-Chair Price inquired whether automatic sensors could be used.
Mr. Nakagawa responded that automatic sensors make sense for “real-time” pumping
operations. Agricultural and domestic wells are not good candidates as they are being pumped
all the time, or construction information may not be readily available. For a dedicated
monitoring well, automatic sensors may make sense, but is costly.
Commissioner Hartmann asked if it is a condition of a well permit that the owners must allow the
County to monitor. Mr. Nakagawa replied it is not a current condition but added it is a great idea
and the concept has been considered. Rod Estrada, San Joaquin County Environmental Health
Program Coordinator, added this new condition was approved June 14, 2016 and will be
implemented as part of their fee increase for new well permits.
Commissioner Flinn commented that past reports have included data from previous years. He
found this beneficial and asked if reports could reflect prior profiles again. Mr. Dominguez said
including this information is possible, if requested. Commissioner Nomellini added the DWR
California Data Exchange Center (CDEC) website has an active page to show storage for a
specific year. Mr. Nakagawa interjected that in the past, a triangle map has been used which
reflected prior and present data concurrently. This could be brought back and presented at
future meetings.
II.

Communications:
A. June 7, 2016, Recordnet.com, “Appeals Court Puts Temporary Stop to Delta Land Buy.”
B. June 7, 2016, Latimes.com, “State Water Board Drops Record $1.5-Million Drought Fine.”
C. June 8, 2016, ACWA.com, “State Water Board Clarifies Deadlines and Information
Required Under New Regulation.”
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Public Comment:
Mr. Nakagawa announced that the GBA Board is hosting a Groundwater 101 Workshop on
Wednesday, July 13, 2016. The purpose of the workshop is to help increase the understanding of the
geology in and around San Joaquin County. This is especially important for those actively involved with
the implementation of the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). Bill Brewster, Senior
Engineering Geologist with DWR will be a presenter and a modest lunch will be provided.
Mr. Nakagawa extended an invitation to the Commission and an informational flyer was distributed.

Next Regular Meeting:

July 20, 2016, at 1:00 p.m.
Public Health Conference Room

Adjournment: 3:50 p.m.
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